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 Air pollution emission limitations on stationary sources are usually 
based on what is achievable during normal operation, but these requirements 
cannot always be met during the startup or shutdown of either specific 
processes or the entire facility.  Moreover, malfunctions occur even at 
facilities that are well designed and operated. How startup, shutdown, and 
malfunction (SSM) events should be handled under the Clean Air Act (CAA) 
is controversial. The issue is complicated by the fact that under the CAA the 
implementation and enforcement of the Act is usually delegated to the states, 
which have parallel requirements in their federally approved state 
implementation plans as well as in their state permit program regulations. 

Emission standards are defined in CAA § 302(k) as requirements 
“which limits the quantity, rate, or concentration of emissions of air 
pollutants on a continuous basis…”1 In 1977 the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) determined that excess emissions during SSM periods was not 
a violation of the CAA § 111’s emission standards, but sources were required 
to minimize emissions in a manner consistent with good air pollution control 
practices.2 This “general duty” standard is found at 40 C.R.F. § 60.11(d). In 
1994 the EPA adopted a SSM exemption in its national emission standards 
for hazardous air pollutants (NESHAPs), authorized by CAA section 112,3 
however, the EPA required each source to develop a plan to deal with SSM.4  
The plan was to be made publicly available, and it had to be approved by the 
state. It was incorporated by reference into a source’s operating permit, which 
protects a permit holder during SSM events.5  

In 2002 the EPA changed its rule for hazardous air pollutant (HAP) 
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sources by no longer requiring an SSM plan to be part of the permit.6 This 
meant that an SSM plan no longer could be used as a permit shield, but a 
permit could be revised without dealing with the plan.7 In the final rule, 
promulgated May 30, 2003, the EPA required the SSM plan to be available 
to the public only if a specific and reasonable request was made to the 
permitting authority to request the plan from the source.8 Further action was 
at the discretion of the permitting authority. Environmental groups then 
petitioned for reconsideration, and the EPA agreed to reconsider the rule. 

In 2006, the EPA removed the requirement that SSM plans be 
implemented during SSM events.9 The general duty to minimize emissions 
was the applicable requirement for SSM events.10 Post-event reporting was 
required to show emissions were minimized and the cause of excess 
emissions was corrected.11 The report, including the steps taken to minimize 
emissions, was required to be available to the public if the Administrator has 
the report.  If a delegated permitting authority (e.g. the state) has the report 
the public can obtain it only if the permitting authority agrees to release it.12 

The Sierra Club challenged the SSM exception in the D.C. Circuit 
claiming it violates the CAA’s mandate for continuous emission reduction. 
The court on December 19, 2008, held the general duty rule is not a section 
112 standard and the rule violates the requirement that CAA § 112 maximum 
achievable control technology (MACT) standards apply continuously.13 The 
court then vacated the SSM exemption. On October 6, 2009, the EPA 
removed the SSM exemption from new source performance standards 
(NSPS) and emissions guidelines for hospital/medical/infectious waste 
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incinerators (HMIWI) regulated by CAA § 129.14 The EPA’s action was 
challenged by industry in the D.C. Circuit, but the court upheld the Agency 
and denied the petition for review.15 On July 17, 2014, the EPA proposed to 
remove the affirmative defense provisions in the NSPS for the oil and natural 
gas sector.16 However, the EPA refused to set emission limits for toxic 
releases from the brick manufacturing sector during malfunction 
occurrences,17 because it will take time to review its many regulations on 
direct emissions because each regulation may present issues that need to be 
resolved.18  

In 2012 the EPA promulgated NESHAP and NSPS rules for electric 
utilities.19 The rule included SSM provisions that shielded power plants from 
civil penalties due to malfunctions. It also provided enforcement exemptions 
for excess emissions during startup, which ends when the source begins to 
generate electricity or use steam to power on-site equipment. However, the 
EPA agreed to reconsider this definition when industry pushed back saying 
this was too inflexible.20 The EPA subsequently proposed to remove the 
blanket emission exemptions and proposed startup emission limits that end 
three hours after a facility reaches 25 percent of its capacity or six hours after 
the start of electricity generation, whichever comes first.21 The EPA said 
power plants would be protected by this rule because the average power plant 
had between nine and ten startup events during 2011-2012.22 On November 
19, 2014, the EPA published its rule taking final action on some SSM 
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provisions.23 The rule resulted in a variety of challenges including SSM 
issues, but they were held in abeyance pending the result of challenges to the 
mercury rule based on the costs imposed on the power industry.24 The D.C. 
Circuit upheld the rule,25 but the case was appealed to the Supreme Court, 
now titled Michigan v. EPA. On June 29, 2015, the Court in a 5 to 4 decision 
written by Justice Scalia held “The Agency must consider cost—including, 
most importantly, cost of compliance—before deciding whether regulation is 
appropriate and necessary.” 26 On August 18, 2015, the D.C. Circuit halted 
lawsuits over the power plant startup provisions until a decision is made 
concerning whether the mercury and air toxic standards should remain in 
place.27 

While the mercury rule was being appealed, the D.C. Circuit on April 
18, 2014, returned to the SSM issue in Natural Resources Defense Council v. 
EPA.28 The case involved a challenge to the EPA’s NESHAP for Portland 
cement plants. In 2010 the EPA issued a rule that included an affirmative 
defense for violations of emissions standards due to an unavoidable 
malfunction, which can be used to avoid liability in private civil suits brought 
under the citizen suit provision found in CAA § 304(a).29 In 2013 the EPA 
made changes to the Portland cement NESHAP and NSPS, but retained the 
affirmative defense provision for an unavoidable malfunction.30 The citizen 
suit provision was modified in 1990 to allow district courts to impose 
appropriate civil penalties, which may include monetary penalties.31 The 
D.C. Circuit ruled that the judiciary has the right to determine penalties and 
EPA cannot use regulations such as the affirmative defense provision to 
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control a court’s power to determine penalties. Any regulatory affirmative 
defense is limited to being used in administrative penalty actions and is not a 
limit on a court action.32 The EPA then committed to removing the 
affirmative defense language from its other NESHAPs. On January 21, 2015, 
the EPA proposed rules to remove the SSM affirmative defenses from the 
boiler NESHAP and from the commercial and industrial solid waste 
incinerator rule.33 On July 27, 2015, the EPA finalized the Portland cement 
NESHAP rule it had proposed on November 19, 2014. 34 The rule removes 
the affirmative defenses that were invalidated by the D.C. Circuit in NRDC 
v. EPA.35 

 
SSM IN SIP PROVISIONS 

 
In addition to the use of a SSM exemption in the EPA’s direct 

regulation of air emissions, the Agency for many years approved state 
implementation plans (SIPs) with SSM enforcement exemptions.  SIPs are 
legally enforceable plans to bring nonattainment areas into compliance with 
the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) and are used to prevent 
significant deterioration of air quality in areas that meet the NAAQS (PSD 
areas). The state’s SIP includes the requirements that must be met by 
emission sources. For example, Utah’s SIP was approved in 198036 that 
contained the Unavoidable Breakdown Rule (UBR), which provides 
“emissions resulting from an unavoidable breakdown will not be deemed a 
violation of these regulation.” 37 This Rule applies to all regulated pollutants.  

On April 18, 2011, the EPA published a SIP call aimed at Utah.38 The 
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EPA may issue a SIP Call to require an approved SIP to be modified if it “is 
substantially inadequate to attain or maintain the relevant [requirements] or 
to otherwise comply with any requirement of [the CAA].39 This SIP Call was 
the result of a change in EPA’s policy concerning SSM after the Agency 
determined the SSM affirmative defenses to enforcement rendered the Utah 
SIP substantially inadequate.40 EPA’s position was based on its conclusion 
that the SSM provisions violate the CAA requirement that emission controls 
be continuous.  

The EPA determined that Utah’s regulation R307-107 was 
inadequate. The EPA was concerned that Utah’s rule: (1) did not treat all 
exceedances as violations; (2) the rule could be interpreted to give excessive 
authority to its executive secretary; and (3) it improperly applied to federal 
NSPS and NESHAPS emission standards. 41 While the State of Utah was 
willing to work with the EPA to modify its SIP, a corporation that was 
potentially subject to more stringent emissions restrictions sued to prevent 
the SSM affirmative defenses from being removed.42 The U.S. court of 
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, on June 17, 2011, denied the petition for 
review of the SIP Call and held the EPA could issue a SIP Call if it determines 
a SIP is no longer consistent with the EPA’s understanding of the CAA.43 On 
July 31, 2012 Utah amended its “Breakdowns” rule and on August 16, 2012, 
Utah submitted to the EPA its revisions to R307-107 to correct the 
deficiencies described in the SIP call. As revised, R307-107 only pertains to 
the State’s exercise of its enforcement discretion and has no effect on a 
decision to enforce the CAA by the EPA or through citizen suits.44 The EPA 
proposed to approve the revisions on May 9, 2013,45 and promulgated its final 
approval on February 6, 2014.46 

The amended breakdowns rule applies to malfunction, not startup or 
shutdown situations. It requires notification to the director within 24 hours of 
an incident.47 It applies to equipment malfunctions beyond the reasonable 
control of the owner or operator that results in excess emissions that could 
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45 78 Fed. Reg. 27,165 (May 9, 2013). 
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47 Utah Adm. Code R307-107-1. 
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not be avoided by better operation, maintenance or improved design of the 
malfunctioning equipment.48 Repairs must be made as quickly as practicable 
with all practicable steps taken to minimize the potential impact on ambient 
air quality.49  The director is to evaluate the information supplied concerning 
the incident in order to determine whether to pursue an enforcement action.50 

   Permitted facilities that have unavoidable increases in emissions 
while being properly operated have an affirmative defense to an action for 
noncompliance if the permittee takes all reasonable steps to minimize 
emissions and takes the other steps listed in the regulations governing 
emergencies.51 This protection is not available if noncompliance was caused 
by improperly designed equipment, lack of preventive maintenance, careless 
or improper operation, or operator error.52 The burden of proof is on the 
permittee to show the emergency provisions that provide legal protection 
have been met.53 If there is an upset, prompt reporting is required as well as 
information on the probable cause of any deviation and any corrective 
measures taken.54 This appears to be the approach most states use. The EPA 
appears to be more aggressively reviewing operating permits for their SSM 
provisions. On May 8, 2014, EPA objected to operating permits issued by 
Georgia because the permit would have allowed three power plants to avoid 
emissions monitoring during SSM events. 55 

While Utah was dealing with its SSM SIP call, the Sierra Club, on 
June 30, 2011, had petitioned the EPA to rescind its policy on SSM and 
require 39 states to remove the provisions relating to SSM in their SIPs 
because the affirmative defense is inconsistent with the CAA.56 On February 
22, 2013, the EPA promulgated a proposed rule as a response to the Sierra 
Club’s petition, which amended the SSM approach that the Agency had 
approved in SIPs and in emission standards for many years.57 The proposed 
rule granted all or part of the relief requested by the Sierra Club’s by 
proposing to issue SIP Calls concerning SSM provisions in 35 states and the 
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50 Utah Adm. Code R307-107-3. 
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Power, 45 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 1401 (May 9, 2014).  
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District of Columbia’s SIPs. 58  
The EPA rejected the petition to include Nebraska, Idaho and 

Oregon.59 Utah was not included because had been the subject of an SSM SIP 
Call that had been resolved.60 However, other states in Region 8 (Colorado, 
Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming) are subject to the 
proposed rule.61 By June 2015, Kentucky, Wyoming and North Dakota 
submitted changes to the EPA that were accepted.62 The proposed rule would 
allow affirmative defenses for malfunctions. Startup and shutdown emissions 
that are a normal part of a facility’s operation would not be allowed 
affirmative defenses, but unplanned startups or shutdowns could be allowed 
to use affirmative defenses.63 After the rule is finalized, the EPA must make 
a finding of substantial inadequacy and issue a SIP Call for each of the states 
identified in the proposed rule, which will begin the 18-month process for a 
state to respond with its SIP revision.64 However, the proposed rule triggered 
widespread opposition from industry.65 

On March 25, 2013, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals decided 
Luminant Generation Co. LLC v. EPA.66 The case involved both industry and 
environmental petitioners challenging the EPA’s final rule partially 
approving and partially disapproving revisions to the Texas SIP concerning 
an affirmative defense against civil penalties for excess SSM events.67 EPA 
approved the revision providing for an affirmative defense for unplanned 
SSM events that could not be prevented through planning and design, were 
not part of a recurring pattern, and did not cause or contribute to an 
exceedance of the NAAQS. The EPA disapproved the affirmative defense for 
planned SSM events.68 The Fifth Circuit denied the petitions for review and 
upheld the EPA’s partial approval and partial disapproval of the Texas SIP 
revision.69 There is an unresolved issue after the NRDC and Luminant 
decisions because the Luminant allows affirmative defenses for unplanned 

                                                
58 Id. 
59 Id. at 12,466. 
60 U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, Approval and Promulgation of Implementation Plans; 
Utah Revisions to Utah Rule R307-107; General Requirements; Breakdowns, 79 Fed. Reg. 
7067 (Feb. 6, 2014). 
61 78 Fed. Reg. at 12,466. 
62 Stuart Parker, EPA Orders 36 States To Remove SSM Provisions From Air Quality 
Plans, 26 CLEAN AIR REP. (Inside EPA) 12:9 (June 4, 2015). 
63 78 Fed. Reg. at 12,465. 
64 Id. at 12,467. 
65 EPA Delays Startup, Shutdown, Malfunction Emission Decision One Month, 24 CLEAN 
AIR REP. (INSIDE EPA) 26:28 (DEC. 19, 2013). 
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67 Id. at 847. 
68 Id. at 859. 
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SSM events involving a SIP, but the NRDC Portland cement decision, 
previously discussed, allows no affirmative defenses for judicially enforced 
SSM events involving the violation of hazardous air pollutant emission 
limits.70  

On September 17, 2014, EPA issued a supplemental notice of 
proposed rulemaking to impose a SIP Call applicable to seventeen states to 
require removal of the affirmative defense provisions for SSM events.71 This 
effort was opposed by 17 states and several industry groups; Texas is also 
challenging the rule as it applies in Texas.72 On June 12, 2015, the EPA issued 
a “SIP call” applicable to 45 statewide and local jurisdictions in 36 states 
requiring corrective SIP revisions to deal with how excess emissions during 
SSM events are treated.73 The states have until November 22, 2016 to remove 
the language in their SIPs that allows SSM exemptions and a related 
affirmative defense.74 This SIP call has been challenged in the D.C. Circuit 
by the Southeastern Legal Foundation, an organization that advocates limited 
government and the free enterprise system.75 Luminant Generation Company 
also is challenging EPA’s rule as it applies to Texas.76 

The treatment of SSM events requires balancing competing policies. 
Environmentalists are concerned that SSM events can be used to undermine 
emission standards that are based on the expectation of continuous control. 
Moreover, enforcement efforts can be compromised if sources can use claims 
of malfunction to avoid penalties. This issue is minimized by the strict 
regulatory requirements imposed on those that seek to use a malfunction 
defense and by the permittee carrying the burden of proving compliance with 

                                                
70 See supra 27 and the associated text. 
71 U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, State Implementation Plans: Response to Petition for 
Rulemaking; Findings of Substantial Inadequacy; and SIP Calls To Amend Provisions 
Applying to Excess Emissions During Periods of Startup, Shutdown, and Malfunction; 
Supplemental Proposal To Address Affirmative Defense Provisions in States Included in 
the Petition for Rulemaking and in Additional States, 79 Fed. Reg. 55,920, 55,924 
(proposed Sept. 17, 2014).  
72 Patrick Ambrosio, 17 States Join Litigation Over EPA Rule Requiring Removal of Civil 
Penalty Shields, 46 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 2413 (Aug. 14, 2015); Lea Radick, Industry, States 
Oppose EPA Bid To End ‘Affirmative Defense’ In Air Plans, 25 CLEAN AIR REP. (Inside 
EPA) 24:8 (Nov. 20, 2014). 
73 U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, Restatement and Update of EPA’s SSM Policy Applicable 
to SIPs;; Findings of Substantial Inadequacy; and SIP Calls To Amend Provisions 
Applying to Excess Emissions During Periods of Startup, Shutdown, and Malfunction, 80 
Fed. Reg. 33,840 (June 12, 2015). 
74 Stuart Parker, EPA Rule To End SSM Air Exemptions Spurs Legal, Regulatory 
Confusion, 26 CLEAN AIR REP. (Inside EPA) 15:9 (July 16, 2015). 
75 Patrick Ambrosio, Lawsuit Asks D.C. Circuit to Review Removal of Affirmative Defense 
From Pollution Plans, 46 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 1829 (June 19, 2015). 
76 Patrick Ambrosio, Luminant Sues EPA Over Rule Requiring Texas to Pull Affirmative 
Defense Provision, 46 Env’t Rep (BNA) 1829 (Sept. 17, 2014). 
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the requirements. Industry is concerned that emission standards have been 
based on the results obtained from using the best technology. However, no 
technology works all the time, and the legal system should be structured to  
accommodate predictable deviations. Moreover, the startup and shutdown of 
operations usually involves an increase in emissions. For startup and 
shutdown events, Utah imposes work practice requirements in a facility’s 
operating permit.77 Including startup and shutdown procedures in a source’s 
operating permit is a pragmatic way of dealing with this issue. But this 
approach is far from perfect. 

In Utah there are 71 CAA operating permits issued to major sources.78 
Operating permits are to be issued for a fixed term, not to exceed five years.79 
This means that after a change occurs in air pollution laws and regulations it 
will take time to incorporate the changes into permit requirements. But, even 
recently issued permits may not fully deal with startup and shutdown issues. 
For example, the PacifiCorp-Huntington Power Plant’s permit was last 
revised June 9, 2015. This is one of Utah’s most serious sources of air 
pollutants. The permit is 60 pages, but it incorporates by reference other 
statutory and regulatory provisions that add to its complexity. It provides 
protection for responding to emergencies, but an emergency does not include 
noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack 
of preventive maintenance, careless or improper operation, or operator 
error.80 There are source-wide conditions that include Condition II.B.1.f: 

At all times, including periods of startup, shutdown, 
and malfunction, the permittee shall, to the extent practicable, 
maintain and operate any permitted plant equipment, 
including associated air pollution control equipment, in a 
manner consistent with good air pollution control practice for 
minimizing emissions. Determination of whether acceptable 
operating and maintenance procedures are being used will be 
based on information available to the Director which may 
include, but is not limited to, monitoring results, opacity 
observations, review of operating and maintenance 
procedures, and inspection of the source.81 

 
An annual projection of planned outages for stem boilers and 

associated pollution control equipment is to be submitted to the Director not 

                                                
77 Utah Adm. Code R307-415-6c(5). 
78 Utah Dept. Of Environmental Quality web site.  
79 CAA § 502(b)(5)(B), 42 U.S.C. § 7661a(b)(5)(B). 
80 Utah Title V Operating Permit #1501001004 (June 9, 2015) at 10 (citing R307-415-
6g(1)). 
81 Citing 40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpt. A, R307-401-8(2). 
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later than January 30 for each calendar year.82 Other outages must be reported 
promptly.83 The permit holder is required to comply with the emission and 
operating limits except during periods of startup and shutdown as defined in 
40 C.F.R. 63.10042. 84 This includes either meeting the work practice in Table 
3 of 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart UUUUU applicable during periods of startup, 
or shutdown or an alternative work standard approved by the Administrator.85 
Startup and shutdown are defined in the permit. The permit includes many 
details concerning operations that may affect SSM conditions. The permit 
gives substantial discretion to the Division of Air Quality and to a lesser 
extent to the EPA, but the complexity of the permit process and the extent of 
the enforcement authority’s discretion to interpret the requirements makes it 
difficult, perhaps impossible, for outsiders to have any meaningful oversight 
of the facilities performance concerning SSM compliance. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The work practice approach used in the permits is a pragmatic 

solution to dealing with SSM events, but the price is the lack of transparency 
concerning facility operation. In most situations, the public may never know 
whether compliance is continuous. The public has no choice except to depend 
on the state enforcement personnel to assure compliance. But continuous 
compliance may not occur unless a state has the budget, personnel and 
political support needed for effective scrutiny of major source operations. 
This may not be occurring. In Utah, for example, seven field inspectors work 
in the major source compliance section. Thus, limited support for the 
Division of Air Quality makes it difficult to ascertain whether the work 
practice approach is effective. 

                                                
82 Utah Title V Operating Permit, supra note 77, at II.B.1.f.3 
83 Id. 
84 Id. at II.E. 
85 Id at II.B.2.g. 


